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UNITED NATIONS

PEACEKEEPING

Situation Resort...

Min:Sec. VISUAL AUDIO

00:00 FIJIAN NIGHT PATROL

NARRATOR

These men are doing one of the

most difficult jobs on Earth.

00:ii TITLE:  UNITED NATIONS
PEACEKEEPING
Situation Report ÿ..

00:23 i=i0 am Southern Lebanon NARRATOR

Soldiers from Fiji  ....  Part of

the O.N. peace-keeping force sent

to  war-torn Southern Lebanon by

the United Nations Security

Council.
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(VOICE OVER)

"..and security for UNIFIL

vehicles to use the routes on

patrol.."

NARRATOR

Night patrols are used to stop

illegal armed groups entering the

area.

140 United Nations troops have

died carrying out their mission

here.

Soon a new day will begin for the

U.N.'ÿ3 five current peace-keeping

missions.  The task requires very

special qualities.

01:05 Maj. Gen. GUSTAV HAGGLUND (SYNC)

"Well first you have to be calm.
Secondly, you have to be patient.
Thirdly you have to be loyal -
loyal to the UN., to the
peace-keeping and peace-keeping
only.  Then, I think you need a
lot of courage as well, not to use
force but to refrain from using
force."
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01:50 NORWEGIAN DAWN PATROL
5:45 am Southern Lebanon (VOICE OVER)

"This is exactly what makes this

so different from the normal

soldiering.   Normally you are

trained to kill, to fight your

enemy, whereas here you, most of

the time you have to use your best

efforts to avoid using force.

Always use minimum force."

NARRATOR

Norwegian troops return from an

overnight patrol.  Norway is one

of 23 countries that voluntarily

contribute troops to current

peace-keeping miÿ,sions.  They do

so at the invitation of the U.N.

Secretary-General.  No nation can

be ordered to participate.  Some

send elements of their regular

armed forces.  Others also send

reservists.

(VOICE OVER)

"Statistics show that there were

two shooting incidents, three

firing rounds and four explosions."
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02:36 UNTSO BRIEFING
8.00 am Jerusalem (SYNC)

"The next incident of note was
again in FINBATT area where
position 9-13 received one round
of heavy machinegun fire from the
north-east, the origin was
unknown, it impacted into a
prefab, no casualties.  The next
incident of note was ...

(VOICE OVER)

"...at the DFF from the Qana

position. Fired 20 rounds of HMG

within 15 metres of the UNIFIL

patrol that was moving from 5-3 to

5-6.  No casualties.

In the Tyre pocket, one explosion

was heard 300 metres east of the

Tyre log base, ..

"...three tank rounds impacted
into the Rashidia Camp area.  They
were fired from 800 metres to the
south-west of position 1-8."
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UNTSO OBSERVATION POSTS
8:45 am Southern Lebanon (SYNC)

"Last night there was heavy
shooting from the bank place here
onto Rashidia."

(VOICE OVER)

"There were heavy exchange of

morter rounds, and also the tanks

on the left Side fired into

Rashidia.  There were about 9

shots fired.

(SYNC)

"What about this morning, any
firing this morning?"

VOICE OVER)

"This morning there was no firing

,ea"

NARRATOR

Manning observation posts is one

of the main duties of O.N. troops.

Impartial witnesses, respected by

all parties.  The reports of U.N.

observers play a vital role in

preventing misunderstandings and

reducing the risk of hostilities.
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This is the most familiar image of

peace-keeping.  Soldiers in United

Nations blue, keeping watch at

some of the world's crisis points.

04:16 10:25 am ISRAEL/LEBANON
frontier (SYNC)

"We would have heard the guns fire
over there.

All quiet over there. Something
from the water.  I can hear the
jets now.

It sounded like it was down in the
dead ground

I don't know, I can't see it.   Its

down below in the dead ground over
there."

"There's one tank down there, they
may be firing at close range down
there.

10.26 possibly tank round.

Probably something team X-ray
could investigage.

Over here we have Tyre, to the
North in Lebanon.  If you swing
around here, we have Naharia in
Israel  to the South. Our mission
here at OP Lab is to observe and
monitor any violations of the 1949
armastice demarcation line running
along here."
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05:36 MINE SWEEPING
llz05 am GOLAN HEIGHTS NARRATOR

Polish troops mine sweeping.

Dealing with the deadly mementos

of past wars is part of their

peace-keeping mission.

The Golan Heights, scene of some

of the most bitter fighting in

recent history.  Now, with the

agreement of Israel and Syria,

U.N. troops monitor a

disengagement agreement.

06:24 AERIAL CYPRUS
11430 am CYPRUS Across the divided island of

Cyprus, U.N. soldiers keep watch

over the buffer zone separating

the Greek Cypriot National Guard

and Turkish and Turkish Cypriot

forces.

Fixed observation posts are

supplemented by patrols, on land

and in the air.  In rural areas,

the buffer zone is as wide as

several miles.
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In Nicosia, it narrows and cuts

through the heart of the ancient

walled city.

06:57 CAROL SERVICE
11:40 am NICOSIA, CYPRUS Here, in the capital, U.N.

peace-keepers gather together in a

church which stands between the

ceasefire lines.  Soldiers and

policemen from eight nations form

the United Nations Force in

Cyprus.  They celebrate Christmas

- and another year of peace.

07:39 STREET   SCENES   AND   PATROLS It is a calm maintained by

constant vigilance.

In the Greek Cypriot sector of

Nicosia, people go about their

daily lives.  Appearances are

deceptive.  In a heavily armed

city, the potential for an

incident is always real.
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Only 30 yards separate the

opposing forces in some places.

Turkish Cypriots, like their

neighbours in the south, are

familiar with the role of U.N.

peace-keepers.  For a whole

generation of Cypriots, the U.N.

is part of the life of the island.

An abandoned business, another

casualty of the division of

Nicosia.

The U.N. presence minimizes the

chance that an incident can

escalate to an armed confrontation

- with unpredictable consequences

for Cyprus and the region.
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The search continues for a just

and lasting solution to the

island's problems.  Meanwhile,

U.N. troops are there to prevent

an outbreak of fighting.  And to

enable life to continue as

normally as possible.

09:44 FARMING SEQUENCE
12:30 pm CYPRUS, Buffer Zone

(SYN___CC)

"Where we are at the moment is the
Ophkos riverbed.  A kilometre in
front of me we have the Greek
ceasefire line.  Behind me you can
see the Turkish ceasefire line
with their defensive positions
running in the rear back ridge
behind me.  Despite this strange
situation, with the Buffer Zone
existing in Cyprus, my job as the
humanitarian officer in sector 2
is to ensure that the locals have
as normal a life as possible."

(VOICE OVER)

"At the moment our goodwill with

the locals is very high.  They're

very happy with the work we're

doing.  We work very closely with

them.  Just the presence of a

United Nations soldier makes them

feel that much happier."
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NARRATOR

Sharp eyes and alert ears  ....  the

most useful weapons in the U.N.

soldier's armoury.

10:49 SUEZ CANAL
iz00 pm SUEZ CANAL For nearly 40 years, hundreds of

thousands of soldiers, from scores

of countries, have practised the

art of peace-keeping with the

United Nations.

"Its a rare opportunity for Soviet
and American officers to serve
together with one mission and
there are only a couple of places
in the world where this is
currently possible and this being
one of them."

NARRATOR

Some peace-keepers, like these are

entirely unarmed.  Their

protection is their acceptance by

the people of the countries they

work in.
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11:39 Lt. Gen. WILLIAM CALLAGHAN
UN Truce Supervision
Organization (SYNC)

"You know, our prerequisite for
peace-keeping be it in an
oberserver mission or a
peace-keeping mission is the
cooperation of the parties
participating and we have the full
cooperation of all the governments
in the area for our efforts to
assist in providing peace in this
area.   That is in Egypt, in
Jordan, in Syria, in Lebanon and
of course in Israel."

(VOICE OVER)

"...that many people think of

peace-keeping as peace

enforcement.  Peace-keeping is

nothing of the sort.  The concept

of peace-keeping is providing a

mechanism to enable countries in

confrontation to stop fighting.

To make a peace agreement and then

to have U.N. to supervise that

peace agreement."
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12:34 SINAI PENINSULA SEQUENCE
1:30 pm Egypt,
Sinai Peninsula NARRATOR

The flag ship of the U.N.

airforce.  The weekly supply

flight arrives at the airport near

St. Katherine's monastery.

The Sinai Peninsula has been one

of the most bloody battlefields of

modern times.

Today, the Sinai is entirely

peaceful.  Unarmed observers

maintain a U.N. presence here.

(sYNc)

"You've got 400 litres diesel,
you've got enough kerosene, you've
got enough oil, you have enough,
24 litres."

(VOICE OVER)

"..You've got a flat tyre, that's

a present from me.  You'll get a

new one on Friday.
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"Besides that, nothing is wrong,

everything's working, place is not

leaking.  Oh, there's a leak in

the roof of the sleeping caravan.

It has been reported.

You might need the village hotel

telephone number in case of

MEDIVAC.  I suggested entering it

that we could be leading station

for Southern Sinai from now on."

(SYNC)

"The way I stand about
peacekeeping.  For me it is a
little bit like car insurance.
That is to say that the car
insurance is expensive as long as
you don't have a car crash and
then you might be very happy to be
insured.  So our work here is the
same.  As long as its all peaceful
we might be expensive, but we will
be useful and we can do a great
job here should the peace be
threatened."
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14:48 WRECKED CARS SEQUENCE
2:00 pm UNIFIL HQ., Naqoura

COLIN MCGREGOR
Chief Administrative
Officer (SYNC)

Well in the force in Lebanon we
have nearly 2,000 vehicles of all
types and these few here are a
selection of what we call
commercial packing vehicles, as
distinct from military, that have
been damaged to the extent that
they have to be written off both
in the last three or four months."

(VOICE OVER)

"...and this occurs because of the

very difficult driving conditions

in Lebanon."

(sÿ___qc)

"UNIFZL has some 5,850 military
personnel from nine different
countries and about 613 odd
civilian staff including some 260
international staff, the rest are
local Lebanese employees.  The
budget is approximately $150
million a year."
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±5:59 HELICOPTER  SEQUENCE NARRATOR

Commanding United Nations Forces

has its own challenges.  Since

different countries provide the

different services, operating

procedures may vary - helicopters

are contributed by Italy for

example.

But whether at U.N. Headquarters

on the Mediterranean coast of

Lebanon - or in the field, every

effort is made to maintain a

cohesive, effective force.

16:48 NEPAL HONOUR GUARD
2:30 pm Southern Lebanon (VOICE OVER)

"One has to try to learn the

military traditions of all

together 9 countries here on the

island and they differ very much

from each other.  It's all that

when I go, for instance, to visit

any of these battalions.  The

soldiers, they know only one

military ..."
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Maj. Gen. G. HAGGLUND (SYNC)

"...drill, military behaviour and
they think that if I do not do it
exactly the way they assume and
they are used to doing it, they
ask how is it possible that this
chap has become a General and
doesn't even know the drill."

18z16 NEPAL CHECK POINT
2ÿ45 pm Southern Lebanon NARRATOR

The U.N. mans more than 120

permanent positions in Southern

Lebanon.  This Nepalese checkpoint

is one of many set up to stop

illegal movement of weapons and

explosives.

A shattered taxi, blown up by a

suicide car bomb which killed

three Fijian U.N. soldiers and

four Lebanese civilians.

The possibility of arbitrary

violence is never far from the

minds of peace-keepers in Lebanon.

(sYNc)

"Naturally, there are risks.
There's a small war going out
there, and there are bullets
flying around and unfortunately
the UNIFIL soldiers are in the
middle of these things."
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19:40 CLINIC SCENES
3:15 pm Srifa, LEBANON (SYNC)

"We are here mainly for our own
soldiers, but in the afternoons we
have three hour reception for the
local people. We treat about 200
local patients per month.  And
this is a typical patient.

(VOICE OVER)

We have many children who have

respiratory infections in this

winter time."

20:06 DITCH DIGGING SEQUENCE

4:00 pm Qana, Lebanon (VOICE OVER)

"The sooner we get the pipes down,

the sooner we can get the work

done and the roads back to use."

(SYNC)

".. thats part of the reason why
we're here.  Right, to maintain
peace and help you when we can.

Always you are helping us.
Continue on your job.

Any other problems you want to
discuss?

The problem of electricity.
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Electricity.  Let me say that I'm
sorry, I cannot afford to provide
electricity for the whole
village.  My generators are
overloaded as it is now.

HOW many men can you provide us
with.

I can provide you with about 4."

21:07 FOOT PATROL
4:35 pm GOLAN HEIGHTS NARRATOR

The foothills of Mr. Hermon.

Between Israeli and Syrian lines.

Austrian U.N. troops patrol along

narrow tracks cleared through

minefields.

21:31 IRISH PATROL
5:00 pm  Haris, Lebanon The great majority of

peace-keepers are armed, but only

with light weapons which are used

solely in self defence.  These

Irish soldiers demonstrate the

reality of peace-keeping.  In

Southern Lebanon and elsewhere it

can be a dangerous round the clock

job making sure that nothing

happens.
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Like all current United Nations

peace-keeping forces, they are

carrying out a mandate of the

Security Council.

22:14 SECURITY COUNCIL
5:30 pm  New York (VOICE OVER)

"Will those in favour of the Draft

resolution please raise their

hands."

Amb. HERBERT OKUN
Dep. Permanent
Representative, USA (SYNC)

"Mr. President, I am pleased to
reaffirm my Government's strong
support for UNIFIL once again by
voting to extend this mandate.
Despite the limitations placed
upon it UNIFIL has clearly
contributed importantly to efforts
to bring stability to Southern
Lebanon.

There appears no real alternative
to UNIFIL.  We are also pleased to
see that all members of this
Council have voted again to extend
UNIFIL's mandate and thus have
expressed, in a positive way,
their support for the force.
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We cannot fail to note again the
tragic loss of yet another member
of the force, a member of the
Irish Contingent and my delegation
shares the sorrow and the
condolences expressed to our Irish
colleagues here as well as in
Dublin at this loss.  He fell in
the name of peace and we honour
him for that."

23:38 MEMORIALS NARRATOR

Soldiers and civilians from over

one hundred countries have served

as United Nations peace-keepers.

Over the last 40 years, more than

700 have given their lives.

24:14 EVENING SERVICÿ SEQUENCE

8:00 pm Southern Lebanon Far from home.  Evening service

for soldiers from a small Pacific

nation.  The Fijians are playing

their part, with troops from five

continents, in one of the world's

most unique undertakings.

Can nations work together to

prevent war?  Peace-keeping is at

the forefront of that great search.
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25:16 NIGHT CHECK POINT
10.30 pm Southern Lebanon Another night.  Another checkpoint.

In the Middle-East, in Cyprus and

along the Indo-Pakistan borders

the painstaking, unglamorous work

of United Nations peace-keeping

goes on.

Keeping the peace in some of the

most sensitive trouble spots on

Earth.

END TITLES


